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THE PROBLEM OF DEALI~G WITH CASUALTIES IN A 
. FORCE OF ARMOURED. FIGHTING VEHICLE.S-A PLEA 
FOR A "PRAMB." 

By MAJOR S. J. L. LINDEMAN. M.C. 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

THE principles involved in dealing with casualties in any force are laid 
down in the following extracts from Field Service Regulations. 

"In the interests of humanity it is important that no man unfit to 
withstand the st,:ess of battle should remain in the area of actual combat 
or in its vicinity" a moment longer than necessary. In the interests of 
economy it is equally important that no personnel or material fit for the 
use of the fighting force or which can be used wholly or iu part to reduce 
the demand for new material should be abandoned on the ground vacated 
by troops." Again," An organization for the evacuation from the battle
field as completely as possible of all that is no longer required will be put 
into force at the onset of a campaign. The furtherance of this object by 
troops, staff and services collectively and by each individual to the best of 
his power is the duty of all." " 

Finally under the heading, "General Organization of the Medical 
Services." " The Medical Service in the field is organized to ensUre the 
rapid evacuation of sick and wounded including prisoners. The efficiency 
with wl)ich this system is organized and administered greatly-affect mobility 
and morale of the Army." 

In practice these principles are divided into collection, evacuation and 
distribution. 

Collection entails some means of reaching a wounded man at the 
particular spot at which he is wounded, searching for him if necessary, 
affording first aid and getting him to some central place from which the 

\

second stage of evacuation can commence. The" stage of evacuation is 
required to be as rapid as possible in order to avoid congestion in the 
forward areas and also for the good of the wounded man in order that he 
may get back to some hospital where he can be adequately treated with the 

,least possible delay. Distribution involves the classification and sorting 
out of casualties into various categories and their disposal to appropriate 
hospitals on the line of communications, at the base and at home. It is with 
the collection and the first part of the evacuation that we are now concerned. 
The method by which this is carried out by an ordinary force such as an 
Infantry Division is quite cut and dried and is no doubt well known to all. 
Each Infantry Battalion has its regimental stretcher bearers, generally 
distributed among companies, whose job it is to collect casualties in the 
front line area and direct or carry them on a stretcher for the short distance 
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back to the Regimental Aid Post. Whence after being treated by the 
R.M.O. they are evacuated by the field ambulance to the A.D.S. by whatever 
means may be possible, such as hand carriage, wheeled stretcher, tram or 
railway trolley or even ambulance car. 

Such is the routine whicn has proved extremely satisfactory in dealing 
with casualties in armies up to now, but since the end of the Great War 
an entirely new and untried type of offensive force has sprung up and in 
this mechanical age is each year coming more and more into the picture. 
1. refer to a force of armoured fighting vehicles, i.e. a force of tanks and 
armoured' cars. We must therefore consider how the employment of this 
force is likely to affect our principles of collection and evacuation of casualties 
and in order to do this we must try to visualize the tactical uses to which 
such a force may be put. This is none too easy as the force is still in a more 
or less experimental stage and there is no practical experience other than 
from manceuvres yet available, so that opinions differ as to the actual role it 
would be possible for an armoured force to carry out in war. 

There are ~.wo main uses to which tanks can be put and they are quite 
different from one another. The first is that for which tanks were used in 
the Great War, for limited objective work, preparing the way for _our. in
~sh.ill~pYmLa.D.!LQ.l>Jllfl,~lEl!>"....£I1J~!~!ip.g strong points anBi'mping 
,.,.£~machine gqn nests, The war time tank was a slow, heavy and heavily 
armoured vehicle suitable for this kind of work. Since the War tank 
construction has progressed and altered considerably. The modern tank is 
much lighter and faster, less heavily armoured and depending for security 
much more on manceuvre and rapidity of movement, so that the present tank, 
though no doubt it could still be used as a close support for infantry, is 
much more suitable for the second type of operation, which is long distance 
raids and reconnaissance. 

An armoured fighting force consists of " A" echelon, which is composed 
of fighting tanks only, and ,,:g=u==echelon--;--cmef!y~.E!f!lr!!!oured supply and 
nlainf'enance lorries and vehicleFJ. The radius of action of fighting tanks is 
li~ the petrol they carry to about one hundred miles or theequivllJent 
of a straight run out and back of fiayrriileS;~"Tl1eycan'go't1iir1y'mlles an 
lloUr along a road andJen to tFenty miles an hour ~_ss c<funJ.!;y; fl'iey(can 
cross surprisingly bad ground such as bogs and swamps which would be 
difficult to get through on foot, they blunder in and out of ditches and pits 
and climb up or slither down almost any hill. If they had to fight on the 
way they probably would not dare to venture more than thirty miles out 
in order to be certain of returning within their petrol supply. 

So we are faced with the entirely new possibility of a force of fighting 
tanks, going off into the enemy country up to thirty miles beyond their 
infantry zone, they will move quickly and probably be spread Over a con
siderable area, they may be engaged in a raid perhaps with the object of 
harrassing or disorganizing the enemy line of communication, it may he 
a reconnaissance or .some definite objective to be captured and held. 
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Having obtained their objective one or two things must happen, they 
must either return to their" B "echelon or their "Bc"echelon ,must come 
up to them with petrol, oil, water, rations,etc. In either c~se this expedi~ 
tion of the fighting tanks is going to be a hazardous procedure and from 
the moment they enter enemy country, particularly in European warfare, 
they will be liable to casualties both to vehicles imd men from enemy 
action and also from the nature of the country. 

We now have to consider what, if any, medical arrangements exist for 
this force, whether anything further is required or not, and if so what it 
should be. 
~lledical arrangements that exist at pres~~L~r..e th.~t each Tank 

Battalion has a medical officer who is supplied.]Vith..a,-t,~w-'7.s~a,t,er.m.o.tor car 
arufa-I2-cw:£Van for his equipment: Both these vehicles are unprotected 

;'1!;fid are, therefore,tied down, to ., B ;; echelon; It would be quite impossible 
for the medical officer to be of any use to the tanks in action when out on 
their long distance raids. His car and van could be held up at any point by 
a couple of men with rifles. There are, of course, no regimental stretcher 
bearers and the only means by which wounded can be b.rQI!ghtJ?~Qk to "B " 
echelon is ~t}JllLhting Jankj!~_~hi.cllis.,stiTI.·oIllytl:>?Ji~~l~ to be 
'4§)ia~~ction_o_~_s_trJ!Dd~td_by_m~(l)?a.:gi(lal defei:lts. In thiscon~ 
neXlOn It has been said that tanks can be compared to cavalry and wounded 
must depend on the humanity of the enemy, but it must be remembered 
that the action of cavalry is necessarIly limited by their living transport 
whereas these vehicles can, and do if necessary, crash througbvery 
considerable opposition. It seems quite clear, therefore, that the present 
arrangements are definitelyinadequate. Theinext point is whether or not 
anything further is required. Are the Tank Corps quite happy with the 
arrangements: what are they going to do with their wounded: are they 
going to remove them out of the tanks? What is going to happen when the 
tank itself is stranded? all too often, of course, it catches fire and they may 
all burn to death, but this does not always happen. This,question has been 
discussed with large numbers of Royal Tank Corps officers and they all 
agree that i.t would be of the utmost advantage if something could be done 
to help them. They say that a wounded man in a tank is a ,menace to the 
fighting efficiency of the tank. There is little enough room inside at the 
best of times and a wounded man in the corner gets in everyone's way'and 
his groans are apt to upset the morale of the rest of the crew so that' they 
are liable to lift him out. 

Afighting tank is an extremely uncomfodablevehiclefor a wounded 

\

man to travel in. For an ordinary healthy man it is no joy ride, for a 

,

no,Vice, the mere physical e,ffort of trying to keep upright and, 'k,eep . one's 
balance on an ordinary cross country trip tires one out in half. an hour 
even when perfectly fit and well, and for a man, say with a broken leg,: it 
would appear almost impossible.'/ , ' 
, Again, they say that the knowledge that some :medical' aid is available 

\ 
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j 
10 the event of casualties would have a very encouraging effect on an 
armoured force going into action whereas at present they know that none 

. is to be expected. , 
Moreover . Tanks Corps personnel are highly trained specialists, 

irreplaceable at short notice and from thaf point of view. it would be 
uneconomical to leave them wounded or unwounded to a humane enemy. 

It seems clear, therefore, that it would be a good thing to do something 
or them. What can be done? How can we try to replace the regimental 

stretcher bearers,' get to the wounded man and start the process of 
evacuation? . It appears obvious that there is only one way of getting to 
these fighting tanks and that is by means of some armoured protected 
vehicle which is capable of going wherever a tank will go. 

Having reached this conclusion in 1931 while at the Royal Tank Corps 
Depot at Bovington Camp an attempt was made to try and devise some 
such vehicle. The object was to design a vehicle in which a wounded 
man could travel at least in more comfort than in his fighting tank. It 
had to be proof against light projectiles and 'therefore as small as possible 
owing to the weight. < 

An examination of the existing medium and light tanks showed that even 
if their fighting equipment was taken out their general method of construc
tion was quite unsuitable for carrying wounded. Next measurement and 
weight calculations with the idea of armouring the existing Morris 
ambulance car showed that this. too was quite impossible. So that it was 
decided to try and design a fresh type of vehicle. Not having mechanical 
knowledge it was proposed to work out the smallest body s.pace required 'to 
accommodate two lying cases and three or four sitting, i.e., the crew of a 
medium tank, and then send it up to the mechanical experts to see if they 
had a chassis which would 'take s.uch a body. Having got out the plans 
greitt help was received from local officers and a" mock up" was made of 
the proposed body in the Royal Tank Corps workshops. 

As can be seen from the plan the broad idea is that it consists of two 
bunks one above the other. There are no stretchers and there are doors at 
the side which open outwards from the centre, two doors for the top bunk 
and two doors for the lower bunk. The bunks are on the off side of the 
vehicle and on the near side is a bench for sitting cases. There is. a small 
door at the rear opening out with hinges on the near side; there is no opening 
on the near side. Space for kits and dressings is provided in the corner by 
the rear door, under the bench and on a rack over the top bunk. The 
length is 6 feet 4 inches, the width 4 feet 4 inches, the height 4 feet 6 inches. 
The whole is made of 6 millimetres steel plating, and the body would weigh 
about three-quarters of a ton. . It is proof against ordinary bullets and 
splinters, but not armour-piercing-bullet proof. A sliding sunshine roof 
might be fitted. The front of the body is continuous. with the chassis 
which includes. room for a driver and orderly. 

When the" mock up" was. ready we all satin it, cons.idered whet4er it 
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might be suitable for its purpose and everyone seemed to think it was on 
the right lines. It was seen by numerous R.T.C. andR.A.O.C. officers, and 
the D.D.M.S., Southern Command, came down to see it. For brevity and 
convenience of description the vehicle was christened a "Pramb," short for 
protected am bulance vehicle. 
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The plans were now sent up to the Mechanical WarfaJ:e E~perimental 
Establishment asking if there was a chassis on which this body could be 
fitted. They repJiedthatthere was no ttackchassis at present existing 
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which would take it; that with some slight modification it would go on the 
present six-wheel Crossley armoured car chassis. 

It remairis to consider briefly how a "Pramb" could be used if one 
were provided and there are some matters of policy to be thought of in 
this connexion. 

The idea is that the" Pramb " should go off with the headquarters of 
the fighting tanks, keeping with the close support or head quarter vehicles 
which would presumably be a little behind the others. A wireless message 
or signal would come in, that tank number so and so, at such and such a 
spot, had a wounded man or had dumped him or was itself knocked. out 
or broken down. The" Pramb" would go off to the spot and do what it 
could in the circumstances; by imposing itself between the damaged tank 
and any rifle or machine gun fire, it might be able to form sufficient cover 
to open up. 

The drIver and orderly, both trained in first aid and both being able to 
drive, would have to man-handle any wounded out of the tank as best they 
could, loading them sideways into the bunks. Side loading without 
stretchers is much easier for two people and quicker and less exposed than 
end loading with stretchers. The doors are arranged so as to give as much 
cover as possible on the off side. Having picked up one or more wounded 
they would have to remain in the "Pramb" until one of several things 
could be done. It might be possible for the "Pramb" to return within 
our infantry zone and drop the casualties on the normal route of evacua
tion. Whether this could be done or not would depend oil distance, type 
and amount of opposition, and the likelihood or otherwise of being able 
to find, the force again. Or it might form dumps of casualties in suitable 
places, or on main routes of advance where they might be more sheltered 
and protected, and whence they could be more easily evacuated, perhaps 
at night, by ordinary mechanical transport or by "Prambs" from the field 
am bulance or "B" echelon vehicles. Under some circumstances escorts 
of armoured fighting vehicles might be available for them, especially at 
night. Anyway some means of collecting casualties to some central points 
would be very useful. It may be said that one "Pramb" would be quite 
inadequate for a tank battalion of forty-eight tanks, but if the principle 
were accepted the scale could come later, and it seems probable that some 
of the field ambulance vehicles should be of this type to enable them to 
clear from the regimental vehicles which would be kind of travelling 
Regimental Aid Posts. 

The remaining question is whether these "Prambs" should or should 
not be covered with the Red Cross, claim Red Cross protection, and thus 
be entirely medical vehicles. If under the Red Cross they could, of course, 
only take actual wounded,and as the tank itself is so often hors decombat, 
it might tend to lead to abuse in practice by bringing away unwounded 
crews. 

It would perhaps be better to use them more on the lines of hospital 
12 
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transports, have no Red Cross, claim no protection, and let them be entirely 
regimental vehicles. Their primary job would be to collect wounded, but 
there would be no objection in any emergency to their bringing in the 
valuable and unwounded personnel of a damaged tank. It seems quite 
clear that some vehicles of this sort will be essential in the next war, and 
the object of this article is to draw attention to this new and difficult 
problem in the hope that a satisfactory solution may be found. 
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